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Press Release Summary = iTech Workshop (iTech), a Bangalore, 
India, based Healthcare IT solutions company with special 
focus on HIPAA, X12N, Direct Payer Connectivity, Electronic 
Claim Life Cycle Management, Medical Billing Products and 
Solutions for the US healthcare domain, announces a 
partnership with CSI-NorthWest a Division of TurnKey 
Technology Systems Inc., to deliver a Real Time Claims 
Processing and Claims Correction Clearinghouse solution 
powered by its expEDIum Claims Portal (eCP) solution and 
expEDIum Claims Portal Components.  

Press Release Body = iTech Workshop (iTech), a Bangalore, India, 
based Healthcare IT solutions company with special focus on HIPAA, 
X12N, Direct Payer Connectivity, Electronic Claim Life Cycle 
Management, Medical Billing Products and Solutions for the US 
healthcare domain, announces a partnership with CSI-NorthWest a 
Division of TurnKey Technology Systems Inc., to deliver a Real Time 
Claims Processing and Claims Correction Clearinghouse solution 
powered by its expEDIum Claims Portal (eCP) solution and expEDIum 
Claims Portal Components. 

This secured web-based portal service provides optimal connectivity to 
Payers for a variety of accounts such as Providers, Billing Services, and 
Clearinghouses, making the claim life cycle management more 
efficient.  



Utilizing iTech's solution gives providers more control over the life 
cycle of their claims and CSI-NorthWest is actively marketing to 
increase their claim processing by an additional 50,000 claims per day. 

Mr. Siva Narayanaswamy, CEO of iTech said that “this solution is a 
step forward in iTech’s endeavor to create solutions that reduce 
healthcare costs and is looking forward to a long term relation with 
CSI-NorthWest in building and supporting the web-portal service”. 

Miss London Smythe, CEO of CSI-NorthWest said that "this web-
portal service, jointly developed with iTech, is the needed solution for 
today’s healthcare providers. Implementation of this solution will 
optimally reduce clinical production costs and increase provider cash 
flow. The user friendly portal offers a variety of services including 
claim tracking, on-line claim correction, customizable reporting, 
processing secondary claims electronically, electronic patient 
statements and additional useful benefits." 

About iTech 
iTech Workshop, with its expEDIum suite is one of the few 
companies in the world that provides a broad range of software 
products, solutions and services in the USA Healthcare Claims 
Processing and Billing domain. These are cost-effective, sustainable 
and robust solutions and provide a very good Return on Investment 
(ROI) for its clients. iTech can be reached through its website 
http://www.itechws.com. iTech is a Bangalore, India based company. 

About CSI-NorthWest a Division of TurnKey Technology 
Systems Inc. 
CSI-NorthWest is a Pacific Northwest based clearinghouse with a 
collective healthcare experience spanning more than 15 years and 
processes healthcare transactions from providers nationwide. CSI-
NorthWest is simplifying the healthcare transaction process by 
reducing administrative costs, improving efficiencies, and creating 
faster results for all participants. This includes real-time claim 
processing and the ability to immediately correct errors. Visit CSI-
NorthWest at http://www.csinw.us/ and tour the interactive DEMO. 
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